
Double The Reason to Give Blood… 

The need for blood has hit close to home – twice – for Jenkins Elementary School. Emily LaFontaine, 

a 27-year-old, fifth-grade teacher at the school, was recently diagnosed with leukemia. With no 

cancer in her family history and a good health record, Emily never expected a cancer diagnosis. In 

her four years of teaching, she has only missed two days and adds, “I have always been healthy 99 

percent of the time and have passed any check up with flying colors.” As Emily began undergoing 

chemotherapy she had several vital blood and platelet transfusions. 

Jake Leatherman, 4, and his family also belong to Jenkins Elementary. Jake attended pre-school last 

year, and his older sister Josie is currently in third grade. What Jake and Emily, unfortunately, have 

in common is that Jake was also recently diagnosed with leukemia. Jake used many blood products 

in his early treatment and also received platelets at least once a week. 

Emily is recovering from chemotherapy, her immune system is rebuilding itself, and, if everything 

goes as planned, she will be getting a bone marrow transplant. Jake has already received a bone 

marrow transplant and will continue to go through testing and conversation for the next several 

years.  

It was through the generous donations from CBCC blood donors that have helped Emily and Jake 

through their treatment. The only way to guarantee blood products will be there for patients like 

them is through local volunteer blood donors and people willing to hold blood drives. They are 

both truly thankful for the blood and platelet transfusions they have received so far. 

Emily explains, “ I’ve donated blood before, but you don’t realize how important it is until you go 

through an experience like this.” Jake’s mom, Crystal, has never donated blood, but is going to start 

after seeing what her son has endured. “You don’t know how things really work until you have been 

through it,” said Crystal. 

Be the reason patients like Emily and Jake, have that life-saving blood available. Donate at Jenkins 

Elementary Blood Drive on January 26th from 3:00pm-7:00pm for appointments: Contact Betsy 

Swann @ swannbe@hickoryschools.net. 

CBCC is the primary blood supplier to the region’s patients and hospitals.  

Every Drop Stays Here. Saving Local Lives.  
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